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Caution

This document (“white paper”) is intended to provide information on the business model
of PICA HOLDINGS LIMITED (“company”) and Pica Art Money Token (“PICA Token”). This
white paper has been prepared for informational purposes only, and we recommend

that you to read all of the contents carefully. If you have any questions about your de-

cision-making or other actions in the future, we ask you to seek advice from experts in
relevant fields such as legal, financial, and accounting affairs.

Please note that this white paper was written as of the time of its preparation and is not
finalized. In the future, this white paper may be reviewed and revised, and the latest infor-

mation is reflected as of the date of the cover. After that date, the information contained
in this white paper, such as the project’s business operation and financial status, may be

modified irregularly. Therefore, the completeness and accuracy of this white paper is not
guaranteed, and the company does not promise any obligation to notify about the correc-

tion of the information contained in this white paper. In addition, even in its current state,
this white paper does not assign any objective value.

This white paper should not be understood or interpreted to be for the purpose of en-

couraging investment, and the company shall not be responsible morally or legally for
any kind of damages (both real and consequential damages) including liability, compensation, lawsuit, claim, etc. for the results of your decisions and actions.

If there is a reference to a third party, this white paper may not perform additional verification for the timeliness, completeness, or accuracy of the information mentioned in the
reference, so there is no guarantee for such content.

Please note that the disclaimers in this white paper are not limited
to the contents described above.
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Intro

Pica Art Money (“PICA”) Token is a utility token issued by PICA HOLDINGS LIMITED located

in Hong Kong. PICA Tokens can be used as a payment method within the business eco-

system of Pica Project located in Korea. PICA Tokens can also be used for joint ownership,
sale, auction, exhibition, donation, etc. of art works by famous Korean and overseas artists.

Pica Project was founded by CEO Ja Ho Song and Hae Joong Sung. The mission is to

provide opportunities for anyone to easily participate in art consumption by utilizing

IT technology to facilitate access to expensive art investments through joint ownership
techniques. Pica Project will promote the advancement of the art market with the goal of
leading the popularization of art ownership.

In addition, Pica Project plans to hold exhibition contents on various themes that

connect the public and art, discover promising artists to lead the world art market, and
have an influence on the flow of contemporary art.
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Background

The existing art industry is difficult for the general public to access, and expensive art-

works are even more difficult to access. To the general public, artwork is considered the
exclusive property of people of wealth, and there are bad perceptions such as illegal trade
or tax evasion. Owning expensive artwork was just a hope and a dream for the general
public. Pica Project allows anyone to participate in art purchases with a small amount.

In addition, art exhibitions and promotions were the responsibility of some famous art-

ists, but through the Pica Project platform, unknown artists or artworks that are not yet
known in the market can be communicated to the general public.

As the economy grows, the art market also continues to grow. The scale of the art market
is growing not only in Korea but also in the world, and the number of transactions and
transaction value are steadily rising. However, there are still a problem of reproduction

and fraud for artworks, and the trust in art transactions is low internally and externally
due to the opaque distribution process. Pica Project can store the distribution process
as a hash value in the blockchain database through blockchain technology, or it can be
stored permanently or immutably by the artist himself acknowledging that it is a genu-

ine product. Pica Project will keep pace with the growing art market around the world

through the ecosystem of PICA Tokens and will solve the problems of the current art market and art trade.
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PICA
Project
service

Artwork Distribution History Management
and Forgery Prevention

In the current art market, problems of fraud or forgery continue to occur,

and problems such as tax evasion or concealment of criminal funds have also

arisen in the art distribution process, resulting in poor public awareness of art trade
and lowering trust between parties. On the platform of Pica Project,

information on distribution can be stored permanently and immutably by

storing such information as a hash value on a blockchain server when artworks are

distributed. In addition, the artist who created the artwork can prove its genuineness
and store it in the blockchain, and in the case of the death of a famous artist,
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In the case of famous artists/
artworks, the foundation
enters and proves information.
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PICA
Project
service

Artwork Joint Purchase and Sale

Art purchases have been regarded as the share of property owners,

and the entry barrier for the general public has been high. Pica Project has opened
the way for ordinary people to become art owners even for a small amount

through a joint purchasing platform. Participants can participate in purchasing

artwork for a small amount through the Pica Project platform. Participants take
ownership of a certain portion of the artwork, and this ownership is stored
on the blockchain server.

Participants can also participate in art purchases with PICA Tokens.

Participants can vote to resell or auction artworks through the platform of Pica Project.

Joint purchase of art/bidding

Art Blockchain Platform
Joint purchas/Bid
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PICA Dapp

User’s collaboration
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PICA
Project
service

Artwork Trading and Bidding

Art trade is active all over the world. For example, it has become
very common for Korean art to be sold and traded abroad.

Conversely, artworks from overseas are also actively traded in Korea.

But as a result, there are problems such as fraud and forgery as well as currency
exchange fees and exchange rate changes due to foreign currency transactions.
Using PICA Tokens, users can bypass problems of currency exchange and
foreign exchange transactions and make overseas remittances easily.

PICA Tokens can be listed on global exchanges, allowing users around the world
to purchase and sell them, and be used for cross-border global transactions.

Why PICA DApp?
■
■
■
■
■
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Global Transaction

Fraud and forgery prevention

Reduced currency exchanges fees
Overseas Remittance

PICA Token Utilization
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PICA
Project
service

Offline and Online Exhibition

Pica Project continues to hold exhibitions for the

general public for the popularity of the art market.

Through Pica Project’s exhibitions, many artists’ artworks become open to the

general public. Free or low entrance fees have lowered the barrier for art by the public.
The exhibitions are held not only offline, but also online through the

Pica Project platform. Artworks by unknown artists, which have not been widely open
to the public, can be given opportunities to participate in exhibitions consistently,
giving them the opportunity to debut and promote. Both the admission fee and
the sale of goods can be paid with PICA Tokens.
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Popularization and Interaction Creates Art

PICA
Project
service

Donations, Culture, and Volunteer Activities

A portion of the income from all activities of Pica Project is donated.
10% of the proceeds from sales or auctions through the
Pica Project platform will be used as donations.

In addition, 5% of all issued PICA Tokens are also used for donation activities.
For example, PICA Tokens that are sold directly or on an exchange can be
donated to the Cultural Arts Foundation and used to support artists.

This is used not only to support artists, but also to support scholarships
and living expenses to students and neighbors in need.

The above contents are transparently disclosed through the Pica Project
website. In addition, Pica Project organizes events such as

cultural volunteer activities, bazaars, and art donations by employees,
writers, and artists.
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PICA
Ecosystem

Donation
Cultural
Volunteer
Activities
Exhibition
Artwork Auction
Artwork Trade
Artwork Joint Purchase
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10%

20%

PICA
Matrix

5%

5%

30%

Total

903,679,668 PICA

30%
Sale

Ecosystem

Project Team
Marketing

Listing and Reserve
Donation

The PICA matrix for

distribution of PICA Tokens is

subject to change according to
Pica Project’s business and
project progress, and the

■

Therefore, it cannot be used as

labor expenses, art storage maintenance fee, exhibition hall rental fee,
and blockchain server fee.

company is not obligated to

notify investors or holders of this.

The sales volume is used for business expenses such as office rental fee,

■

an investment judgment factor.

The ecosystem volume is used not only for the cost of

the PICA ecosystem such as purchasing art works and recruiting artists,
but also for the organization of artists.

■

The volume for the project team is locked up for 6 months after initial listing

on the exchange for price stabilization and distribution management.
After that, we plan to adjust the circulation in consultation
with the listed exchanges.
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■

The volume for marketing will be used for providing SNS influencers,

■

The quantity for listing and reserve will be used as listing fees,

■

The amount for donation is delivered to the Culture and Arts Foundation as

airdrops, AMA Bonuses, and marketing companies.

and this quantity will be used in hacking or emergency situations.
PICA Tokens itself or as revenue from sales through an exchange.
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Marketing
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Exhibition
Lee Kun-yong and Kim Soo-eol
: Works and Archives

2021, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Andre Saraiva

The first exhibition in Korea
Mr. A loves Seoul

2021, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Pinocchio Embraces Art

2021, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Lim Ha-ryong and

Han Sang-yoon’s Drawing Party

2020, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Art, Heart, Hwatu, and
Cho Young-nam

2020, Cheongdam headquarters
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08
Exhibition
Calon de Pop Art

2020, Haeundae Branch
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Exhibition
G9 : Earth Love with

9 pop culture artists

2020, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Keith Haring &Yue MinJun ×
KAWS, Zhou Chunya, Liu Ye,
Zhou Tiehai, Jin Nu

2020, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Andy Warhol & Tracey Emin

2020, Cheongdam headquarters
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Exhibition
Pica Art Space
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NFT

It means an Non-Fungible Token, which refers to a virtual asset that cannot replace a token in a blockchain with another token. This is a means of digital tokenizing existing assets such as games, artworks, and real estate by clarifying asset ownership.

Pica Project has art director Kim Soon-ung on the team. Director Kim served as CEO of K

Auction and Seoul Auction. Director Kim said, “As an art auction expert for a long time, I

dreamed of democratizing art and popularizing art,” and explained, “Pica Agora is a system that enables the popularization of art.”

Pica Project plans to launch NFT works by famous domestic and foreign artists such as
Andre Saraiva, Marie Kim, Kim Bong-soo, and Lee Jin-yong in the future. The policy is to

diversify art products such as animation and goods. It will also introduce a blockchain
into the NFT transaction and auction system.
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NFT

For the first time in Korea, an NFT art auction was held. The NFT art auction, which was
held on the Define Art site, Korea’s first distributed NFT platform, was developed by Creator-based Distributed Digital Content Fiction Network and co-operated by Pica Project,

and was submitted to the auction in Korea, Mari Kim (2021). It started with 50 million won

for the first time and was sold to a South Korean collector at 288 Ethereum after competing. When 288 Ethereum is converted into Korean currency, it amounts to about 600

million won. This is more than 11 times higher than the starting price, which is the highest
price among Mari Kim’s works traded so far.

Song Ja-ho, CEO of the Pica Project, said, “Various information technologies have developed, but the art market, including the distribution of works, has not changed over the
past 20 to 30 years. Just as BTS has succeeded through various platforms such as YouTube, a new platform that combines information technology.

Starting with the Art Joint Purchase Platform, Pica Project, an art sharing economy company, is preoccupying the domestic art industry’s NFT market, including the launch of
PICA Art Money, Korea’s first NFT work, and the world’s first art digital asset staking service.
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2018 The second half of year

■

Road
map

2019 The first half of year
■
■

■

■

the company’s schedule or plan.
The roadmap can be changed
at any time according to the
progress of the project,

and the company does not
guarantee this.

Therefore, it cannot be used as
an investment decision factor.

Pica Project Business Plan Issuance

Artwork Big Data Collection

Art Joint Purchase Big Data Collection

Superstar Jon Burgerman Exhibition Planning and Investment

2020 The first half of year
■
■
■
■

Pica Project Online Platform Development

Pica Project, Pica Gallery Official Launching
Pica Art Money Launch Plan Establishment

First Joint Purchase Project Worth 800 Million Won Sold Out

2020 The second half
■
■
■
■

3rd and 4th Joint Purchase Project Launched and Sold Out

Pop-up Gallery Café ‘Pica X Lab’ Opened in Gangnam Station
Selected as an Excellent Company by the Korea Shared

The opening exhibition of the Pica Project, “Andy Warhol & Tracey Emin” was held

■

‘Keith Haring &Yue MinJun × KAWS,

■

G:9 Planning of the Exhibition with 9 Pop Culture Artists

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
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Establishment of Online Art Trading Platform Project Plan

2019 The second half
■

The roadmap is a reference for

Pica Project Launching

Zhou Chunya, Liu Ye, Zhou Tiehai, Jin Nu’ was held

Overall Planning of Calon de Pop Art Exhibition

Planning of ‘Art, Heart, Hwatu, and Youngnam Cho’ Exhibition
“True Me, False Me” exhibition, Pica Project, Gallery de Chae

“Lim Ha-ryong and Han Sang-yoon’s Painting Party” exhibition was held
Pica Art Money(PICA) White Paper Issuance
Pica Art Money(PICA) Token Issuance

Pica Art Money(PICA) Token Domestic Exchange Listing Plan
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2021 The first half of year

Road
map

■

Establishment of Pica Project Large-scale Art Center

■

Special Exhibition of Domestic Representative Artists

■
■
■
■

The roadmap is a reference for

■

The roadmap can be changed

■

at any time according to the
progress of the project,

and the company does not
guarantee this.

Therefore, it cannot be used as
an investment decision factor.

The first time in Korea to trade NFT artworks

“Pinnochio Embraces Art” exhibition was held

Andre Saraiva Korea’s first exhibition “Mr. Aloves Seoul” was held

“Lee Kun-yong and Kim Soo-yeol: Works and Archives” exhibition will be held

2021 The second half
■

the company’s schedule or plan.

in Seoul Pica Art Money(PICA) Token Joint Purchase Project

■

■
■

Launch Art Auction System / Acquire Auction Company
Blockchain Auction System Launching

Ecosystem Expansion through Offline Shops
Artist Management Project

AI-based Artist Copyright Management

Launching art NFT platform, Pica Agora

2022 The first half of year
■
■
■
■
■

Establishment of Pica Art Land Korea and Overseas Branches
Launch Pica Art Tour in Connection with Travel Agencies
AI-based Media Art Show Planning

Pica Project attracts domestic and international institutional investment
Hold an online exhibition using Metaverse

2022 The second half
■
■
■
■
■
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Launch Exclusive Exhibitions for Famous Artists

Pica Art Money(PICA) Token Listing on Global Exchange
Pica Project Domestic and International IPO Planning

Metaverse and 3d VR virtual reality large-scale exhibition planning
Establishment of NFT artist support and fostering management
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Members

CEO, Ja Ho Song

CEO, Haejoong Sung

Director, Soonung Kim

C) Korea Shared Economy Promotion

C) FX Consulting CEO

F) K Auction, Seoul Auction CEO

C) Pica Project Co-CEO

Agency Chairman of Arts Division

Senior Curator, Goun Choi
C) Pica Project Senior Curator

Artistic Director,
Bongsoo Kim

C) Pica Project Art Director

Hana bank’s head of headquarters

Developer,
Yongsung Won

C) Art Columnist

C) Pica Project Art Director

C) Pica Project Developer

Developer,
Gyucheol Lee

Developer,
Hanyoung Park

Adviser,
Jaekwan Kim

F) Gallery Hakgojae Curator

C) Pica Project Developer
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C) Pica Project Co-CEO

C) Pica Project Developer

C) President of the Association of
Private Art Museums of Korea
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Warning Statement for Predictive Statements

Certain expressions in this white paper contain forward-looking statements regarding

Legal Disclaimers

the future and prospects of the project. Such predictive statements involve a variety of

risks and uncertainties. Also, these statements are not statements based on historical
facts and can be identified with expressions such as ‘planned’, ‘expected’, and ‘predict-

ed’. These forward-looking statements are also included in publicly available materials
other than this white paper. These forward-looking statements contained constitute,

but are not limited to, future results, performance, and achievements of the affiliates of
PICA HOLDINGS LIMITED (“company”). The company makes no representations or war-

ranties of any of the contents in this document. The company shall not be held liable for
any legal or moral responsibility for any decisions and actions you made based on the
contents described in this document.

Prohibition of Interpretation as Advisory

Nothing in this document constitutes legal, financial, or investment advice. You are re-

sponsible for your own actions and you must comply with and meet local laws regarding any restrictions on virtual assets, securities, etc. in your area.

Prohibition of Access in Restricted Areas

Access to this document may be prohibited or restricted by local legal or regulatory re-

quirements for individuals in a particular region, or for a certain category of individuals

in any region. Prior to reading this document, you must verify yourself that your local
requirements are met. The company shall not be held liable for the individuals’ access
to this document in areas where access is legally prohibited or considered illegal.

Anti-Money Laundering Act (AML)

Users must agree not to participate in any form of money laundering, illegal currency
transactions and other restricted activities through Pica Art Money Tokens and other
derivatives. It is important to note that other related derivatives may not be sold or dis-

posed of directly or indirectly for money laundering purposes. By reading this, you are
deemed to agree to the terms.
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Liability Disclaimer

Services, tokens, and platforms provided by the company and its affiliates are provid-

Legal Disclaimers

ed “as is” and “as available.” We do not make any guarantees about the accessibility,

quality, suitability, accuracy, and completeness of the related services provided by the
company, and no representations are made, explicitly or implicitly. We expressly dis-

claim any liability for any errors, delays, or omissions in the token platform and related
services provided by the company and its affiliates, or any actions taken accordingly. In

addition, we inform you that we do not make any guarantees or promises with respect
to all the contents described in the white paper, and you are responsible for all related
responsibilities.

Potential Risk

By purchasing, holding, or using tokens, participants expressly recognize and anticipate

the risks set forth in this section. If any of these risks and uncertainties arise as an actual
event, it can have a significant impact on the company’s financial position, operational

results, and prospects. In this case, you may lose all or part of the token’s value. The risk
factors are not limited to this.

Language

This white paper may be translated into other languages.

In the event of any inconsistency due to translation of other languages, the Korean version takes precedence.

PICA HOLDINGS LIMITED (“company”) makes no warranty as to the accuracy or truth-

fulness of the contents of this document. In addition, although the company will make
every effort to achieve the objectives described in this document, the objectives may

be changed, or the objectives may fail to be achieved without prior notice in the event
of an unpredictable environment. In addition to the above notice, Pica Art Money To-

ken related business issued by PICA HOLDINGS LIMITED has several risk factors such as

technical risks, token related risks, unexpected bugs, and security issues. Damages or
losses may occur to you due to the above risks or other factors beyond the scope of the
company’s control, and the company shall not be liable for any legal or moral responsibility.
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